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Scope Contemporary Research Topics (Health & Wellbeing) 9 theme relates to ‘Health (In)equities’. Submissions will provide the opportunity for authors to consider, discuss and debate (in)equalities in relation to global health, social, environmental and economic concerns.

Health inequities are differences in the health status of population groups that are systematic, unfair and avoidable. These are caused by the conditions in which we are born, live, work and grow, influencing opportunities for optimum health and well-being. The COVID-19 pandemic drew attention to the deep disparities that persist between and within countries, some of which are being exacerbated and risk widening even further. Furthermore, due to factors such as persecution, human rights violation, conflict, violence, and the effects of climate change, today there are some 1 billion migrants globally, about 1 in 8 of the global population. These include 281 million international migrants and 82.4 million forcibly displaced (WHO, 2023).

Global health inequities are not inevitable, and the gaps are not fixed, but a comprehensive, multifaceted approach is required to address the multiple and overlapping web of factors that drive differences in experiences and quality of healthcare, through to the wider determinants of health. To tackle inequalities, Scope (Health & Wellbeing) 9 offers the opportunity for authors to contribute to this issue considering collective responsibility in recognising the role we can all play in advocacy and positive change towards improving and reducing the gap between inequity and equitable health outcomes.

The Scope Contemporary Research Topics (Health & Wellbeing) 9 issue will also include a set of published online articles. As the first online video edition, our aim is to initiate a novel journal edition that utilises an online video format complementing the traditional printed text. The online articles will predominantly be original video material, including interviews and videos on the theme, health (in)equities. These video articles will be of a high standard and subject to a rigorous peer review process. For further information and guidance for video submissions, please contact Richard Humphrey, Richard.Humphrey@op.ac.nz.
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Submissions for Scope (Health & Wellbeing) should be sent by 30 June for review and potential inclusion in the annual issue to: Jean Ross (Chief Editor: Jean.Ross@op.ac.nz).

Please consult the information for contributors below and hardcopy or online versions for examples.

All submissions will be peer reviewed. Peer review comments will be sent to all submitters in due course, with details concerning the possible reworking of documents where relevant. All submissions must include disclosure of whether and how AI was used in writing the work. All final decisions concerning publication of submissions will reside with the Editors. Opinions published are those of the authors and not necessarily subscribed to by the Editors or Otago Polytechnic.

Contributors retain copyright in their submissions and must obtain permission for the use of any material that is not their own included in their submission. Contributors grant the publishers permission to deposit the published work in our institutional repository.

Except for images, mātauranga Māori, and where otherwise indicated, content will be made available as open access on a Creative Commons Attribution license 4.0.

All images are copyright to the respective artists and photographers.

Mātauranga Māori is a significant component of Aotearoa/New Zealand’s heritage, and sharing mātauranga Māori facilitates inter-cultural dialogue and understanding that is in the national interest. However, we recognise that the originating Māori community and/or individual has the primary interest as kaitiaki over the mātauranga and we are therefore committed to ensuring that the sharing, promotion and innovation based on mātauranga Māori respects and enhances its cultural and spiritual integrity, as well as that of the originating community and/or individual.

Submission formats include: original research, reflections, poems, book reviews, interviews and work in progress. Other formats will also be considered.

High standards of writing, proofreading and adherence to consistency through the APA referencing style are expected. For more information, please refer to the APA Publication Manual, 7th edition; and consult prior issues for examples. A short biography of no more than 50 words; as well as title; details concerning institutional position and affiliation (where relevant); contact information (postal, email and telephone number) and ORCID number should be provided on a cover sheet, with all such information withheld from the body of the submission. Low resolution images with full captions should be inserted into texts to indicate where they would be preferred, while high resolution images should be sent separately.

Enquiries about future submissions can be directed to: Jean.Ross@op.ac.nz